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Localization of a category has proved to be an important tool in ordinary 
category theory (see, for example, [I, 7, 12-14, 17, 251, and [29]). In another 
paper [31] we have extended many of the results concerning localizations to 
the context of Y-categories, where Y is a symmetric monoidal closed 
category. In this paper we are concerned with some relations between Y- 
localizations and -Y--monads. By a Y-localization we mean the following. 
If  SZZ’ is a Y-category and Z is a subcategory of do (do is the underlying set- 
based category) with the same objects as ,aZ, , then a Y-localization of & with 
respect to Z consists of a Y-category &‘[Z-l], together with a Y-functor 
@ : & -+ &‘[zl-l] such that QO(s) is an isomorphism for every s E Z and 
every Y-functor F : ZZ’ -+ S? with F,,(s) an isomorphism for all s E Z factors 
uniquely through @. If Q, : S? ---f sZ[Z-~] exists we say that .Z is Y-localizable. 
Examples of such v-localizations include any Y-full reflective or F-full 
coreflective subcategory of a v-category .aZ [see (1.6) in the preliminaries]. 
In this case, if r is the v-reflection (or Y-coreflection) and Z == {s / T(S) is an 
isomorphism}, then the Y-reflective (or Y-coreflective) subcategory g is 
Y-equivalent to &[Z-l]. 
Very often, it happens that in a Y-category S? we have both a Y-monad 
and a subcategory Z C ~2 which is Y-localizable. It seems natural then to 
consider when these two structures are related. In particular, the question 
arises as to when these two structures “interchange” with one another; 
that is, (*) if Z is a subcategory of & which is Y-localizable and r is a 
v-monad on &, when does there exist a subcategory 2 of ~2~ (~2~ is the 
,Y-category of r-algebras) which is Y-localizable and a Y--monad ii on 
d[Z-l] such that &[Z-l]’ is Y-equivalent to &‘n[z-l] ? This paper is for the 
most part concerned with this question. We provide several solutions and 
* The content of this paper forms a portion of the author’s doctoral dissertation 
under the direction of Professor John W. Gray at the University of Illinois. 
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give some applications. Along the way we also develop some of the theory of 
V-mixed distributive laws. 
In Section 1 we review the notion of V’-localizations and V-monads and 
provide a resume of basic results which we will use throughout the rest of 
the paper. 
In Section 2 we introduce V-mixed distributive laws between a V-monad 
and a Y-comonad. We show that having a V-mixed distributive law is equiv- 
alent to having a lifting of the V-comonad to a Y-comonad in the V- 
category of algebras over the V-monad. By duality this is equivalent to having 
a lifting of the V-monad to the V-category of coalgebras over the V*- 
comonad. In addition, the V-category of algebras over the lifted V-monad is 
V-isomorphic to the V-category of coalgebras over the lifted 9’.-comonad. 
In Section 3 we consider the question (*). First of all we say that a V-monad 
n = (7’, 7, p) is compatible with a V-localization @ : &’ - ~9’[Z-r] if 
@J’,,(s) is an isomorphism for every s E Z. This is shown to be equivalent 
to the existence of an induced V-monad on <d[Z-l], if 2 is V-well localizable 
[see (1.1) of the preliminaries]. Next we consider the following situation. 
Let 2 C &s and S C dOgn both be V-well localizable with both canonical 
functors having V-right adjoints. We give conditions on the underlying 
V-functor UT : J@ -+ Se which insure that there exists a V-monad + on 
&[,?Yl] such that ZZ’[ZY]* is Y--equivalent to ~&‘~[&‘-l]. As a corollary we 
show that if Z is V-well localizable, r compatible with 2, and @ 
has a V-right adjoint then J@[..Z~--l] is V-equivalent to &[P1]“, where 
ZT = {a E &w 1 @UT(~) is an isomorphism} and 5 is the V-monad induced 
by compatibility. We also prove a somewhat similar result when @ has a 
V-left adjoint. However in this case we replace the assumption of compati- 
bility with the assumption that T be right cocontinuous [see (I .15) of the 
preliminaries]. In addition we consider the case where @ does not have an 
adjoint. This situation is not quite as nice as the situation above, since we 
need more restrictive conditions on the category VP and the subcategory Z 
[see (3.11)]. We show, under these more restrictive conditions, that if v  r 
(T, 7, EL) is compatible with 2, .d has 9 “-coequalizers and T preserves them, 
then &@[ZT-i] is V-equivalent to &[Z- ] 1 ii where + is the induced V-monad. 
In Section 4 we consider the question (*) where we replace the category 
,cZn by the V-category of Kleisli algebras KP. We show that if Z C 5;4” is 
Y’-well localizable, n is compatible with Z and @ has a V-left adjoint then 
J? = (s E KP j @V(S) is an isomorphism} is V-well localizable and the 
canonical functor KP --) KP[L'--l] has a V-left adjoint. Furthermore 
KZ~[P--l] is V--isomorphic to KZ" where 6 is the induced V-monad on 
d[Z-‘1 . 
In Section 5 we give some examples and applications. In particular we use 
results of Section 3 to generalize to the case of Grothendieck topologies and 
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sheaves over them the following result, first proved by Van Osdol for the case 
of ordinary topological spaces in [27]. If rr = (Z’, 77, cl) is a finitary monad in 
Sets, then the category of sheaves with values in Sets” is monadic over the 
category of sheaves with values in Sets. As another application, we show that 
under suitable conditions the category of idempotent Y-algebraic categories 
over a Y-category &’ is a right reflective subcategory of the category of -t’- 
algebraic categories over Ycp. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper Y” is a fixed symmetric monoidal closed category. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with symmetric monoidal closed 
categories and categories, functors, and natural transformations over them 
(see [5] and [9]). 
Let Se be a Y-category and .Z a subcategory of d0 containing the identities 
of dO. Z is Y-localizable if the v-localization CD : ZZJ’ ---) &[Z-l] exists. 
If this is the case then we can always take Ob(&) = Ob(&[Z-l]), with @ the 
identity on objects. From now on we assume that whenever Z is Y-localizable 
we have made this choice. 
(1.1) A subcategory 2 of d0 is said to be V-well localizable if ,Z is Y- 
localizable and for every pair Y-functors F, G : ~Zol[Z-i] =f B there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence w between Y-natural transformations from F 
to G and Y-natural transformations from F@ to G@ where if C#J : F -+ G then 
~(4) = +@. A subcategory 2 of &,, is said to admit a V-calculus of right 
fractions if Z is Y-localizable and for every 
A, B E Ob(&[P]), &‘[P](A, B) = 1’ (zu&a?Op(-)7 a 
with universal natural transformation tiAB given by 
Qhy = d-q-l](@(s)-1, B) * @,,, , 
where s : E--f A E (Z/A)OP. (Z/A is the full subcategory of do/A whose 
objects are E -+s A where s E 2. Q : Z/A + d0 is the obvious projection.) 
We record some facts about Y-localizations which we will need later. In 
some cases we give a brief indication of the proof. For complete details 
see [31] or [32]. 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let V” be cocomplete. Let JS? be a small V-category. Then 
any Z C dO which contains the identities of dO is V-localizable. 
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(1.3) If Z C sli’s is 9“-localizable, then the V-saturation of 2, denoted 2, 
is defined to be the subcategory of &s with the same objects as & and with 
morphisms = {a / @,,(01) is an isomorphism). Then 2 is V-localizable and 
we can take &[z-r] = &‘[zlpl]. 2 is V-saturated if 2 = 2. 
(1.4) If Z C d0 and S C g,, are both V-localizable and F : S! -+ 28 is a 
V-functor, then we say that F is V“-continuous (relative to 2 and S) ifFO(cr) E S 
for every 01 E 2. If this is the case then by the definition of V-localization 
there exists a unique V-functor fl : &‘[zlpl] + @[S-l] such that pZ@ =s@F. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let .d and 98 be Y-categories and 2 C s$, S C 9” 
both be Y-well localizable. Let F--I” G : &’ g 3? such that F and G are 
continuous. Then there exists P +-ly G : &[P1] 2 SY[S-l] with pz@ = ,@F 
andGs@ = &G. 
The existence of P andG are clear. The adjunction morphisms are gotten 
by using the one-to-one correspondence between V-natural transformations 
from id to GF and V-natural transformations from @ to(?i%B = @GF. 
(1.6) THEOREM. Let F ---I” G : ~2 s k8. Let 17 : id -+ GF be the Y”- 
adjunction morphism, and let 2 C g,, be the subcategory of all s such that G,,(s) 
is an isomorphism. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) F is Y-fully faithful. 
(ii) Q is an isomorphism for every A E Ob(&). 
(iii) 2 admits a -t’-calculus of right fractions and d is Y-equivalent 
to qw]. 
(iv) For every pair of Y-functors L, M : JS? s V there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between V-nat. [L, M] and V-nat. [LG, MG]. 
(i) 3 (ii) is shown in [8, Proposition 0.3, p. 51. For the rest, the proof is 
somewhat similar to the proof of I .3, p. 7, in [14]. 
(1.7) A subcategory Z of d0 containing all the identities of s(e, is nice 
(Almkvist [I, p. 4.511) if for every object A E Ob(&) there is a set of objects, 
& such that for every s : C - A in 2 there exists u : D --f C with D E FA 
ands.uEE. 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. Let V : Y -+ Sets commute with Jiltered colimits. Let 
2 C do admit a Y-calculus of r&ht fractions, where 2 is nice and (Z/A)“P is 
j&red for every A E Ob(.M). Suppose filtered colimits commute with equalizers 
(resp., @site products) in Y. Then if & has Y-equalizers (Y-finite products) 
then so does &‘[,Z-l] and these are preserved by @. 
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The hypothesis insure that every morphism in &‘[E1], is of the form 
@(f )@(s)-1. Now if I is a finite category and r : IT+ .d is a functor and 
A E d[,F], then 
d[Z-l](A, @(V - b r)) = (~h&lp.d(g;p, 9’ - lim I-) 
I I 
a: l&l d(Qy-J) 
I (6/.4)OP 
= lim d[/P](A, @I-). 
I 
So by using the fact that morphisms are of the form @( f)@(s)-1 we get the 
result. 
(1.9) Let &’ be a V-category and Z C d0 be a subcategory. An object 
iz E Ob(&) is said to be V-right closed for Z if for every s E Z, &(A, s) is an 
isomorphism of V. 
V-left closed is defined dually. 
(1.10) Let JS? be a V-category and 2 C d0 be a subcategory. Define 
Z* = {s j there exists c, d E J$, with s c E Z and c . d E Z}. I f  V” = Sets 
and .B?’ satisfies the equivalent conditions of 1.17 below, then 2* is just the 
saturation of Z (see [ 1, Proposition 1.14, p. 455; 14, p. 181). 
(1.11) THEOREM. Let JZZ be a V-category and Z C ~$o contain the identities 
with C = P. Let &-be the V-full subcategory with objects the V-right closed 
objects of & with respect to 2. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) Z is V-well localizable, V-saturated, and @ has a Y-left adjoint. 
(ii) For each object A in & there exists an object A, V-right closedfor .Z 
and a morphism Ed : A- - A in 2. 
(iii) The V-inclusion functor I : &- + &’ has a V-right adj’oint K where 
cA : IK(A) ---f A E Z for every A E Ob(zZ). E : IK -j id is one of the Y”- 
adjunction morphisms. 
If  the equivalent conditions above hold then 
(1) The Y-left adjoint to CD is V-fully faithful, 
(2) &[Z-l] is V-equivalent to &, 
(3) 2 admits a V-calculus of right fractions. 
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(i) 3 (ii) follows by using (I .6). 
(ii) * (iii) Define K : .c4 + x? by 
K(A) = A and KAB = &?(A, Q&l . d(CA ) B). 
(iii) 3 (i) Let 2 = {CX j K,( oi is an isomorphism}. Use (1.6) to conclude ) . 
that 2 admits a V-calculus of right fractions, z is V-saturated and &[,Z’-r] is 
V-equivalent to 2. Then using the fact that Z = Z*, show 2 = 2. 
(1.12) COROLLARY. Let & be a Y”-category and Z C de be Y-well 
localizable. Let d- be the V-full subcategory with objects the Y-right closed 
objects of JX? with respect to z. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) @ has a V-left adjoint. 
(ii) For each object A E & there exists an object 2, Y-right closedfor 2 
and a morphism Ed : A-+ A in ti. 
(iii) The Y”-inclusion functor I : d -+ .d has a Y-right adjoint K where 
Ed : IK(A) -+ A E zi for every object A of d. 
If the equivalent conditions above hold then 
(1) the “r-left adjoint to @ is V”-fully faithful, 
(2) &[Z-l] is Ir-equivalent to J& 
(3) 2 admits a Y-calculus of right fractions. 
(1.13) Let 9’” = Sets. Let & be a category and Z C ZJ’ a subcategory. 
Let JZ? have b. Z is said to satisfy S, [l, p. 4561 if for every pair of functors 
F, G : B 3 &, where 99 is small, and every natural transformation 4 : F ---f G 
suchthat+(B)E2forallBE~wehavelim~:~F-+~GisinZ. 
If this is true for just the finite categories 2 we say that .Z satisfies Siin. 
(1.14) PROPOSITION. Let V : Y + Sets refIect isomorphisms. Let JS? be a 
Y-category such that dO has limits. Let C C do contain the identities and be 
nice. If 2Y satis$es S, then 
(I ) Z is Y-well localizable. 
(2) @ : & -+ &[Z-l] has a Y-left adjoint. 
(3) The unique functor N : &e[Z-l] -+ .JY[Z-~],, such that N * 4 = bj, , 
where IJ : 5;4e ---f do [C-l] is the canonical functor, has a left adjoint which is 
fully faithful. 
(4) The following are equivalent: 
(a) N is an equivalence. 
(b) N reflects isomorphisms. 
(c) Z” = 2 
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The proof proceeds by showing Z * = Z** and then using Theorem 2.4 
of [ 11 and (1.6) above. 
(1.15) Let & and 99 be V-categories and Z C dO , S C gc, be subcate- 
gories. Let G : & --f 9 be a V-functor. G is called V-right cocontinuous 
(relative to .Z and S) if G(A) is V-right closed for S whenever A is V-right 
closed for Z. (See [l, p. 463, Definition 3.21.) 
V-left cocontinuous is defined as above with left replacing right throughout. 
(1.16) PROPOSITION. Let Z C dO , S C gO both admit a V-calculus of 
right fractions and suppose =@ and @ both have a V-left adjoint =!P and ,Y, 
respectively. Let G : .I&’ + 99 be a ^t’-functor. Then 
(i) G is V-right cocontinuous i# there exists a V-functor 
e : d[Z-11 3 sqs-11 
such that ,YG w GJ’ (T-naturally equivalent). 
(ii) Assume G has a Y-right adjoint H. If G is V-right cocontinuous 
then His V-continuous and G has a V-right adjoint f7 = #H,Y. 
(iii) Assume G has a V-left adjoint F. If G is V-right cocontinuous then F 
is V-right cocontinuous if and only if G is continuous. 
Note. If G is both continuous and cocontinuous, then G w ,$ (V- 
naturally equivalent). 
The proof is exactly as the proof of Propositions 3.3, and 3.4, pp. 463-464 
in [l]. 
For the case V = Sets the following result is well known. (For the proof, 
see [l, Theorem 1.2, p. 4511.) 
(1.17) PROPOSITION. Let V be Sets. Let Z C .& be a nice subcategory. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) (1) For every f E &, s E Z such that codomain f = codomain s, there 
existsbE&,tEZsuchthats.b=f.t. 
(2) Ifs . a, = s ’ a2 where s E Z and a, , a, E JP’ then there exists t E ,?Y 
such that a,t = a,t. 
(ii) There exists a category g and a functor @ : & -+ V such that 
(1) Q(s) is an isomorphism for every s E C; 
(2) Every OL E % can be written as a! = Q(p) . D(s)-I, s E Z, 
(3) If @( fJ = @( f2) then there exists s E Z such that fis = fg; 
(4) @ is the identity on objects. 
(Then V = &[Z-l] and @ = @.) 
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We now review some facts about V-monads. 
(1.18) Given a Y-category .d a $ ‘-monad 7~ = (T, 7, p) in .d consists of 
V-functor T : & -+ & together with Y-natural transformations p : T2 -+ T 
and v  : id + T such that 
0) p . PT =- P . T/L, 
(ii) p . 71’ = T, 
(iii) TV . TT = T. 
(1.20) A morphism of -t--monads n L & is a V-natural transformation 
~:T+Trsuchthat~r~+~#=$~~and$~~=~~. 
(I .21) From now on we assume that V has equalizers. Given a Y-monad 
n in the *“-category s?‘, a n-algebra is a pair (A, U) where A E Ob(.ti) and 
0 : TA + A satisfying (i) cr . T(a) = (T pLa and (ii) 0 . rla == idA . 
A morphism of r-algebras f  : (A, 0) - (B, 7) is a map f  : A --j B in .tiO 
such that r T(j) = f u. 
(I .22) n-algebras and morphisms of algebras form a category &aV and there 
is a functor UoT : dbw --t d0 defined by U,,T(A, u) = A, UOT(f ). = f. Now 
JS$” has a 9”-category structure SP and UUT a 9’--functor sifructure UT. 
If  2 = (A, u) and B = (B, 7) are n-algebras we define .&“(A, B) AA C@‘(A, B) 
to be an equalizer of the following pair of maps. 
.d(TA, TB) 
/ 
TAB 
\ d( TA, 7) 
\, 
,d(~, B) - ~(TA, B) 
40, m 
Then Ur is obviously Y-faithful. 
(1.23) We also have that there exists (E, 7) : F’ --I, UT : ,& z? .d- such 
that x = (UTFT, 7, UT E FT), i.e., T = UTFT, 71 = 7 and p = UT E FT. 
Furthermore if (E, ii) H --I, G : s!’ $ B’ such that n = (GH, +& GEH) [note 
that given any pair of -t^-adjoints (<, ij) : H -+,, G the triple (GH, 7, GEH) 
is a V-monad), then there exists a unique 9“-functor G : 93 -+ ,&‘* such that 
UTc = G and GH = FT. G is called the V-semantical comparison functor. 
I f  G is an equivalence we say that G is V-monadic and 9’ is said to be V- 
monadic over .d. 
(I .24) We want to state conditions on G so that it be %?-monadic; We need 
some definitions. Given a V-functor G : B - &, a pair of maps A 3 B in 98 
is a G-split pair if the pair of maps G(f), G(g) is part of a contractible 
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coequalizer in &‘. G detects V-coequalixers of G-split pairs if every G-split 
pair has a Y-coequalizer. G preserves coequalizers of G-split pairs if for any 
G-split pair A $ B, and any V-coequalizer h : B + C off and g, G(h) is a 
coequalizer (necessarily split) of G(f) and G(g). G re$ects isomorphisms if 
G(ol) an isomorphism implies a is an isomorphism. 
We have the following theorem. 
(1.25) THEOREM. Given any Y’-functor 28 3 &’ with a V.-left adjoint F : G 
is V-monadic if and only if G detects and preserves V-coequahzers of G-split 
pairs and G reflects isomorphisms. 
The proof of this result is a direct consequence of Theorem 11.2.1, p. 78 
of Dubuc [S]. 
(1.26) COROLLARY. Let .d t, $/J$z sz % be V-functors with FI ---I, U, and 
E; -I, U, . Suppose U, is 9”-fully faithful and that U, is V-monadic. Then 
U, . U, is Y-monadic. 
Note that V--comonad is defined dually to V-monad. 
(1.27) Let n be a V-monad on &‘. Define the V-Kleisli algebras (Kl”, C, j) 
as follows: Ob(KP) = Ob(&). I f  A, B E Ob(&), KP(A, B) = &(A, TB), 
jA = &‘(A, qA) .j, and c,,~ = &(A, pc) . id @ TBTC . Then there exists 
(cK, ?lK) : FK -I, UK : ~2 f  KP where P(A) = A, FT,, = .&(A, 7s) and 
V(A) = TA, U2,B = &‘( TA, & TA,7B . Furthermore FK ---I%, UK generates 
the V-monad n. 
(1.28) If  G --I, H : g z &’ generates the V-monad n, then there is a 
canonical V-functor # : KP - 9? such that G . ZJ = UK. # is defined by 
ICI(A) = H(A) 
and 
#AB : Kl-(A, B) = &‘(A, TB) = &(A, GHB) +x @HA, HB). 
So # is V-fully faithful. tJ is an equivalence if every B E W is isomorphic to 
H(A) for some A E & (see Linton [20]). 
2. V-MIXED DISTRIBUTIVE LAWS 
In [3] Beck defines distributive laws between two monads (called triples 
in [3]) on a category &. He mentions what he calls “distributive laws of 
mixed type” (see p. 133 of [3]) between a monad and a comonad. In this 
section we define such mixed distributive laws and develop some of their 
properties in the V-context. We assume throughout Section 2 that V has 
equalizers. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let 8 = (G, E, 6) be a V-comonad and n = (T, 7, p) a 
V-monad on the V-category ZZ’. A V-mixed distributive law from n to 8 is a 
V-natural transformation h : TG -+ GT such that (i) h 7G = Gv; (ii) 
ET. h = 7’~; (iii) h PG = Gp . hT. Th; (iv) ST . h = GX . hG . TS. 
EXAMPLE (1). Let V” = Ab = Abelian groups. Let R be a ring with unit 
and let rr = (- @ R, 7, CL) where qa : A ---f A @ R is defined by TJa) = 
a @ 1 and pa : (A @ R) @ R -+ A @ R is defined by pa((a @ Y) @ r2 = 
a @ (ylr2). Then n is an Ab-monad in Ab. Let Q = (G, C, 6) be the Ab- 
comonad defined as follows : G(A) = torsion subgroup of A, 6 is the inclusion 
G(A) % A and S = id. Then the obvious map h, : G(A) @ R -+ G(A @ R) 
is the component of an Ab mixed distributive law. 
EXAMPLE (2). Let V‘ = Sets. Let 2 be a monoid or group. Let CT = 
(- ~2, 7, p) where VA(a) = (a, 1) and pa((a, x&s) = (a, ziza). Then Beck 
has [3, p. 1361 that if G : Sets - Sets is any functor then there is a natural 
map AZ : G(X) x 2 -+ G(X x 2). This is defined by &(a, z) = G(i,)(a) 
where i, : X + X x 2 is the map i*(x) = (x, z). Then if Q = (G, E, 6) is 
any comonad A is a mixed distributive law. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a V-mixed distributive law h : TG -+ GT. 
(ii) There exists a -t’-comonad 6 = (G, E”, 8) in .d” which extends 6 
(i.e., VTG = GUT, UT< = <UT, UT8 = SUT). 
The correspondence between V-mixed distributive laws and Y“-comonads 
which extend 8 is one-to-one. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii). DefineG(A, 8) = (GA, GO0 . h,). It is easily checked 
that this is a n-algebra. Let 5, = (A, u), (a = (x, 6) be r-algebras. To 
define G5rEz we have 
= d(hA , Gii) . .d(Ga, GA) + G,,,- . l&, 
= d(XA , GA) . GTA,d . &‘(a, A) . U;,E2 
= d(AA , GJ) . GTa,A . d( TA, G) . T,,,- . U& 
= d(hA , GX) . &(GTA, Gc?) . G,,,,- . T,,,- . U;,,a 
= &(TGA, Gc?) . cd(hA , GTJ) . GTa,Tz . T,,,- . U;,,z 
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(by V-naturality of A) 
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= d( TGA, Ge) . J@‘( TGA, h,-) . TGA,G6 . G,.,- . U&, 
= aZ(TGA, Gu . hn) . TGAsG6 . GA,A - U&, . 
Hence by the universal property of equalizers there exists a unique 
such that 
ThenG is a V-functor. 
To define c, let C = (A, U) E ~2~. Let cc = <A . That E” is a map of 
w-algebras follows from: E,, . Go . A, = cr . crA . A, = o . TE,, . That {i,} 
form a V-natural transformation is a consequence of the fact that UT is 
V-faithful. Clearly U% = c. 
To define 8, let C = (A, u) E aP. Define SC : G(C) -&(C) by 8, = 6, . 
That 6, is a morphism of n-algebras follows from : 
SA . Go . A, = G2u ’ ST, - AA = G20 . GA* - A,, - T6, . 
V-naturality of 8 follows by using the fact that UT is V-faithful. That 
UT8 = 6 is clear. 
It is easy to verify that 6 = (G, Z, 8) is a V-comonad which extends 6. 
(ii) * (i). Define X : TG -+ GT as follows. 
hzTGTG”- TGT = TGUTF = TUTc?FT 
zzz UTFTUQ$FT OreGFT > UT&T = GUTFT = GT, 
where B : FTUT + id,, is the Y”-adjunction morphism. 
The rather long, but essentially straightforward, calculation to show that h 
is a V-mixed distributive law is left to the reader. 
To show that the correspondence between V-mixed distributive laws and 
extensions of the V-comonad 6 to SP is one-to-one, let X be a **-mixed 
distributive law from v  to 6. Then A gives rise to an extended V-comonad 6, 
which in turn defines a V-mixed distributive law X1. We want that h = X1. 
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Now 
AA1 = UTBC?FT(A) TG?, 
= UT6c(TA, pA) . TGys, 
Hence h = hr. 
= UT8(GTA, GpA . hTA) ’ TGq, 
= GpA . A,, . TGTA 
= G,uA . GTys, . ii/, 
-- h - A’ 
I f  6 is an extension of 8 to JJ”, then this gives rise to a V--mixed distri- 
butive law h, which in turn defines an V-comonad (8 which extends 8. 
We want that 6 = (C?, Z, 8) = 6 = (G, 2, 8). 
First we show that G = G. Let (A, u) E .@. Then (?‘(A, u) = (GA, 6) and 
C?(A, u) = (GA, 8). S o we need to show 0 = 6. 
Now h = UTtY?FT TG7 and since X gives rise to @i we have 
6 = Go A, 
= Gu . UTBc-?FTA . TGq, 
= Gu . UT@(TA, pLA) . TG7], 
= Go . UTB(GTA, /zA) . TGrl,, 
= Gu . p/, . TGrl, . 
Now note that u : (TA, pA) --f (A, u) is a n-algebra map. Hence 
%0(u) : (%“A, PA) - c?(A, u) = (GTA, GA) --f (GA, 5) 
is a n-algebra map. Since UTG(u) = G(o), we have Gu . ,Z~ = 6 TGu. 
Hence Gu . ,I&, ~TG~,-~~TGu~TG~-~.Thus8=uandG(A,o)- 
@A, 4. 
If  Ci = (Ai , ui), i = 1, 2 are r-algebras, then C?c,,c is the unique map 
such that U&,g, . ec. c = G, A, . lJ$ c . But by ‘the above e(CJ = 
@I?,), i = 1, 2, ind s&i G ext&& G ke’have that G, e also satisfies 
Wi+cc, . Gc,,c, = GA,,A2 u~l,c, . Hence ecI,c, = &,,z2 : So ~7 = ~7. 
Now using the fact that UT is V-faithful, it is clear that 2 = c and 8 = 8. 
Thus 6 = 6. 
Consequently the correspondence is one-to-one. 
Remark 2.3. It is clear from duality that there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between V-mixed distributive laws h : TG + GT and 
extensions of the V-monad QT to a V-monad 7? = (T, ?j, p) in JZ&. (Jalai is the 
V.-category of 0%coalgebras). T is defined by T(A, T) = (TA, h, TT) for 
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a Q-coalgebra (A, T). I f  (So = (Ai , T,), i = 1, 2, are 0%coalgebras then 
q,c7, is the unique morphism TO1,O1 : ~~&(ui , ~a) - &G( To, , Toa) such that 
and p are defined in the same way as i and 8 above. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 6 = (G, E, 6) be a d ‘-comonad and n = (T, r), p) u 
V-monad in the 9’-category ~2. Let X be a Y-mixed distributive law from 
n to 8. Then 
(i) There exists a V-monad 75 = (F;, 7j, 6) in J& which extends zr. 
(ii) There exists a V-comonud 6 = (e, C, 8) in .dn which extends 8. 
(iii) (~&)ri is V-isomorphic to (;lsr)& . 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are shown above. 
For (iii) we define a Y-functor K : (~@)a, ---f (Oe,>” and show it is a 
Y-isomorphism. Let ((A, 8), U) E (&‘“)s where u : (A, 0)-t c(A, 6’) = 
(GA, G8 . AA) is a r-algebra morphism, (A, 19) E ~2”. Hence (see Van Osdol 
[29]), the following equations are satisfied : 
(1) 0. pA = 0. TB. 
(2) 8 . yA = idA . 
(3) Go . u = 6, . u. 
(4) ‘A . u = id, . 
(5) GO A, . To = o .i3. 
These imply that ((A, u), 0) E (J&T. So define K((A, O), u) = ((A, O), u). 
Let pI = ((A, fl), u) and pg = ((A, e), 6) be objects of (.&‘)A . To define 
K pI,pz consider Diagram 2.4, where we have 
.d(TA, Ge . h,-) . TA,G6 &‘(u, GA) . GA,, 
= &‘(TA, Ge. X,) &(Tu, TGJ) . T,,,,,- G,,, 
= &(TA, GO) . &‘(TcZ, X,) &(Tu, TGA) . Tca,cd. G,,,- 
= &(TA, Ge> .d(Tu, GTA) . .&(TGA, A,,-) . TGAgGA . G,,, 
= &(TA, Ge, . &‘(Tu, GTA) . &(h,,, , GTA) . G,,,,- TA,K 
= &(TG, GA) .d(TGA, Ge> . ,a2(h,,, , GTA) . G,,,,- . TA,R 
= ~(To, GA) . &(/IA , Gx) . .r9(GTA, GO) G,,,,- . T,., 
= d(Aa . Ta, GA) . G,,, . &(TA, e> . T,,, . 
Also since ,d(--, -) is a bifunctor we have 
d(6, GA) . &(A, 6) = .d(TA, 6) . .&‘(O, A). 
Hence the lower right-hand square “commutes.” 
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Now since UT is a Y-functor UT * dn((A, 0), 6) = &(A, G) . UT and 
UT . &(u, G(A, 0)) . G = xi’@, Gs) . UT . Q: = d(u, GA) . G . UT. Also, 
since U, is a +‘“-functor and F extends T, we have &(t’, 2) . U, = 
U, . &@(e, (A, (T)) and U, . &G(T(A, cr), 8) . F = &(TA, e> . U, - T = 
&‘(TA, e, . T . U, . In addition, we have by definition of UT and lJG that 
the second and third columns and second and third rows are equalizers. 
Now since the first row is an equalizer we have that there exists a unique 
isomorphism K,,,,2 : (~%h , PA - @%)a(% , KPJ such that 
The fact that K is a %‘“-functor is easily checked using the equation 
UT . UC = U, . U’ . K,,,,, and the fact that U, , Up, UT, and U, are all 
Y-faithful. Then clearly K is a Y-isomorphism of Y-categories. 
Remarks. 
(1) Theorem 2.4 has been independently proven by Van Osdol in [28] 
for the case Y = Sets. 
(2) If v = (T, 7, CL) and ii = (7, +j, p) are Y-monads on J&’ a Y- 
distributive law of ii over rr is a v-natural transformation 1 : TT -+ TT 
such that 
(1) 1 . Tij = +jT, 
(2) 2 . T)T = Tq 
(3) 1. T/Z = FT. i?. IT, 
(4) 1. pT = Tp . IT . Tl. 
As above it can be shown that such Y-distributive laws are equivalent to 
extending the Y-monad r to JP. Furthermore there exists a composite 
Y-monad 5~ and ~2’” is v-equivalent to (d’)’ where 6 is the extended 
monad (see [3]). 
3. V-LOCALIZATIONS AND ~-~-ALGEBRAS 
We now take up the problem posed in the introduction. In Sections 3 
and 4 we consider a fixed Y-category ~2 and a fixed Y-monad w = (T, 7, p) 
on & and we assume Y has equalizers. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let .Z C &a be Y-localizable. Z- is said to be compatible 
with .Z if T is continuous, (i.e., @,,T,,(s) is an isomorphism for every s E 2). 
4@4/3-2 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Z C Ss, be Y-well localizable [see (l.l)]. x is com- 
patible with Z if and only if there exists a V-monad ii = (T, +j, p) on JQZ-~] 
such that @T = T@. 
Proof. Suppose x is compatible with 2:. Then, since @joTo is an iso- 
morphism for every s E C, there exists a unique ‘I ‘-functor 
such that @T = i@. Since Z is 9 ‘-well localizable, we have ? ‘-nat. 
[id.d,z:-lI , p] is in one-to-one correspondence with Y-nat. [CD, ii@] = 7 ‘-nat. 
[CD, @T]. Thus there exists a unique 3”“-natural transformation id A T 
corresponding to @q : CD - @T. Similarly there exists a unique V-natural 
transformation T2 3 p which corresponds to @p. 
To check the monad equations we have (p . pq)di = jZ@ . p+D = 
@p . ?%T = @(p . TT) = @T =p ?%. So p . I?j = F’. Similarly the other 
equations can be checked. 
The converse is trivial. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let C C do and S C dOn both be I ‘-well-localizable. Suppose 
(a) # has a Y-right adjoint rY; 
(b) &D has a Y-right adjoint sV, 
(c) UT is F-left cocontinuous [see (1.15)] relative to S and 2. 
Then 
(i) There existsF+ U : cti[Z- ] l z &*[S-l] such that P = @ . FT . .‘P 
and=‘P. 0 w UT . eY(V-naturally equivalent). 
(ii) i7 rejects isomorphisms and detects Y-coequalizers of G-split pairs. 
(iii) The following are equivalent: 
( 1) Upreserves 9“-coequalixers of U-split pairs. 
(2) SF preserves V-coequalizers of D-split pairs. 
(3) Whenever f, g : A =$ B in .dn with A, B Y-left closed for S and 
@( f ), e@(g) 6’-split, then there exists a V-coequalizer h : B -+ C off and g 
with C Y-left closed for s. 
(iv) If UT(A) Y”-left closed for 2 implies A V-left closed for s then ol 
is V-monadic. Thus =‘P ’ U is V-monadic [by (1.26)]. 
(v) If rr is compatible with C and UT is continuous then u is Y-monadic. 
Thus =Y . u is Y’-monadic. 
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Proof. (i) This follows from (1.16)OP and the fact that S and z both 
admit a V-calculus of left fractions. 
(ii) Suppose U(a) is an isomorphism. Then =:Y . U(or) m UT . sY(y(ol) 
is an isomorphism. Since UT reflects isomorphisms sY(~) is an isomorphism. 
But ,Y is fully faithful. So (y. is an isomorphism. 
Let f, g be U-split. Then 
2 . U(f) - UT . sY(f) and ,Y . U(g) e3 UT . sY(g) 
have a split coequalizer. Hence ,Y(f) and sY(g) is a V-split pair and there- 
fore has a V-coequalizer. Since @ has a -t’-right adjoint, JD preserves 
V+-coequalizers. Hence ~$~Yl(f) and s@sY(g) has a V-coequalizer. But 
s@sY 63 id-ol~~-ll (V-e quivalent). Hence f and g have a V-coequalizer. 
(iii) (1) * (2) Let A 3 B : C be a V-coequalizer with f, g U split. 
Then since U preserves V-coequalizers of U-split pairs, we have 
is a split coequalizer. Applying rY and using the fact that ZY . U M UT * ,Y 
we get that 
UT * sY(A) ; 
UT.,Yl,) 
UT * SW) U’ CJT . s’V3 
‘S 
is a split coequalizer. Since UT creates V”-coequalizers of UT-split pairs, we 
get that ,Y((h) is a V-coequalizer of sY(f) and sY(g). 
(2) =- (3). Let f, g : A s B be in &r with A, B V-left closed for s and 
@j(f), @(g) U-split. Since @(f), &j(g) are 0 split by part (ii) the pair 
@(f), @(g) has a V-coequalizer, say h : ,@(B) -+ C. Since sY preserves 
V-coequalizers of U-split pairs, we have the following diagram in ~2~) where 
~:id+ ,Yr,@ is the adjunction natural transformation and the top line is 
a V-coequalizer. 
where, since A and B are V-left closed for S, va and Q, are isomorphisms. 
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Since sY(C) is V-left closed for S, the result follows. 
(3) =E- (2). Let f,  g : A 3 B be u-split and let Iz : B + C be a ,f .- 
coequalizer off and g. Then sY(f), sY(g) are maps such that s@sY(f), 
,@,Y(g) are D-split, since s@sY e id and f, g are u-split. Since ,Y(A) and 
,Y(B) are V-left closed for s, there exists a y^-coequalizer I : .Y(B) --, D 
with D V-left closed for s. Since $ has a V-right adjoint it preserves 
y/‘-coequalizers and thus we have the following commutative diagram in 
AZ~[S-~], where both rows are coequalizers, E : s@sY * id, and m is an 
isomorphism. 
Since ,Y(A), sY(B) and D are all 7 “-left closed for 2, T,~(~) , r]sF(B) and 7D are 
isomorphisms. Thus we get the following diagram when we apply sY to the 
above diagram. 
Since 1 is a V-coequalizer so is ,Y(h). 
(2) =s (1). Let A $ B -!k C(#) be a V-coequalizer of a u-split pair. 
Then sY applied to this diagram is a V-coequalizer. By the proof of (ii) we 
have that sY((f), sY(g) is a P-split pair, and since UT preserves coequalizers 
of UT-split pairs we have that UT . sY preserves the V-coequalizer diagram 
(#). Since # preserves -tr-coequalizers and UrsY w z’f/o we have the 
following commutative diagram, where E : id m .QzY. 
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Since rQZ!PiT(h) is a V-coequalizer and E is an isomorphism, u(h) is a 
V-coequalizer. Hence D preserves V-coequalizers. 
(iv) We show that (3) of (iii) holds. Let f, g : A =f B be a pair of 
morphisms in A+ where A, B are V-left closed for s and @p(f), &j(g) are 
u-split. By the proof of (ii) we get that sYs@(f), sYsO(g) is a UT-split pair 
and thus the pair has a V-coequalizer. Then we have the following diagram 
in&: 
where 71 : id-+ sYs@ is the V-adjunction natural transformation and 1 is the 
V-coequalizer of ,Y,@(f), sY#(g). S ince A and B are -L--left closed for S, 
VA and qe are isomorphisms. Hence f, g have a V-coequalizer which we can 
take to be 1 . 7;‘. 
We want that C is V-left closed for S. If  we apply UT to the top line of the 
diagram above we get a -t’-coequalizer diagram since UT preserves V- 
coequalizers of UT-split pairs. Hence we get the following diagram in .d 
since UT,Y 68 zYI7 : 
where h is the split coequalizer of ff,@(f), as@(g). Since both UT(Z) and 
,Y(h) are coequalizers we get UT(C) M ,!P(D). Hence UT(C) is V-left 
closed for z. Thus C is V-left closed for s. Hence by (1.25) the result 
follows. 
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(iv) We show that if iY’((A, u)) is V-left closed for 2 then (A, u) is 
V-left closed for S. Let m : (B, t) -+ (B, t) be in 8. Consider the following 
diagram: 
UT 
AP((B, q, (A, u)) 
T&4/- d( TB, TA4) d( T&o) 
-&qB, A) ---zd( TB, A) 
I I 
d(i,A) 
.~XhkL~)) .d(m,A) 
UT 
d( TB, TA) 
Jq(B, t), (A 0) -----+d(B, -4) 
Y 
.d(t,A) 
The diagram “commutes”; i.e., 
d(t, A) . d(m, A) = d(Tm, A) . d(I, A), 
&“K 0) . &,A d(m, A) = d( Tm, A) . &‘( T& o) . Ts, 4 , 
and 
UT sqm, (A, u)) = d(m, A) . UT. 
Now since m E S and UT is continuous we have UT(m) = m E z. Since 
m E 2 and n is compatible with Z, T(m) E 2, for @(T(m)) = F(@(m)) is an 
isomorphism. Since A is V-left closed for zwe have &(m, A) and &e( T(m), A) 
are isomorphisms. Hence s@(rn, (A, 0)) is an isomorphism. Consequently 
(A, a) is V-left closed for s. 
Now the result follows from (iv). 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let 2 C &s be Y-localizable. Define the subcategory 
,F of &an by Oh(F) = Ob(dO”) and the morphisms of 
27 = {s E don / UT(s) E z>. 
If  & is small then so is JP. Hence if V is cocomplete we have that ET 
is V-localizable by (1.1). 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 we will prove the following: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let .Z C dO be V-well localizable and let n be compatible 
with Z. If @ has a V-right adjoint, then ZT is V-well localizable and JP[X~-~] 
is V-equivalent to JsZ[Z-~]” where 71 is the induced monad of 3.2. 
Before we can prove this, however, we need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 2 C dO be 9 ‘-localizable. 
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(i) Let rr be compatibb with 2. Let (A, u) be a r-algebra. Then A is 
V-left closedfor Zf if and only $(A, u) is V-left closedfor ZT. 
(ii) Let T be V-right cocontinuous for z and A -t’-right closed for 2. If 
(,4, O) is a r-algebra then (A, u) is -t--right closedfor 27. 
Proof. I f  A is V-left closed for 2 we proceed as in the proof of 3.3 (iv) to 
show (A, u) is ~I’-left closed for ZT. 
Conversely, let (A, u) be V-left closed for ZT and let s E 2. ThenFT(s) E 27 
since UTFT(s) = T(s) E z. Hence 
.d(s, A) = .&(s, UT(A, u)) KZ &(FT(s), (A, cr)). 
But .&‘“(Fl‘(s), (A, u)) . is an isomorphism since F(s) E ET. So A is %--left 
closed for 2. 
(ii) Let m : (B, t) + (B, t) be in ZT. Consider the following diagram. 
The diagram “commutes.” Since A is V-right closed for 2, T is V-right 
cocontinuous, and UT(m) = m E 2, &(TA, m) and 22(,4, m) are both 
isomorphisms. Thus J&((A, a), m) is an isomorphism. Consequently 
(A, u) is V-right closed for ZT. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let z C do be V-localizable. Then 27 z F* and27 = (zT‘>oP. 
Proof. Let CL E ZT* then there exists ,6 and y  such that a: . ,!3 E ZT and 
,8 . y  E ,ZT. Then @UT(a) . @UT@) is an isomorphism and @UT@) . @UT(y) 
is an isomorphism. Thus @UT(~) is an isomorphism and UT(~) E 2. Hence 
olE‘YT. 
Since P is always a subcategory of ZT* we have ZT = ZT*. 
Similarly if 01 E (F*)oP then there exist /3 and y  such that /3 . (y. E ZT and 
y  . ,!3 E .ZT. Again apply @UT to both /3 . a and y  . /I to get that @UT(~) is an 
isomorphism. Thus OL E ZT. Hence ZT = (,ZT*)on. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let Z C J;4u be V-well localizable, Then 
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(i) I f  rr is compatible with .Z and @ has a V-right adjoint, then ZT is 
I’-well localizable, V-saturated, and ,& has a V-right adjoint. 
(ii) I f  T is -Y-right cocontinuous for i: and =cD has a V-left adjoint then 
ET is V-well localizable, V-saturated, and 2~@ has a V-left adjoint. 
Proof. (i) Since CT = (.ZT*)OP, by Theorem (1.1 l)OP, it suffices to show 
that for every n-algebra (A, u) there exists a r-algebra (2, G), V-left closed 
for ZT and a morphism s : (A, o) + (A, c?), s E ZT. 
Now since # has a V-right adjoint by Corollary (l.l2)On, there exists 
2 -k’-left closed for 2 and a morphism s : A + 2, s E 2. Since A is ‘V-left 
closed we have s$(T(s), A) : &(T& A) - s4,(TA, A) is an isomorphism 
since T(s) E z. Therefore there exists a unique 6 : TA -+ 2 such that 
CT . T(s) = s . o. So if (A, 6) is a n-algebra, s is a r-algebra map. 
To show (J, 6) is a n-algebra we have, first of all, 6 ?A . s = 0 . T(s) . ?a = 
s . o . Q = s. Hence, since B is V-left closed for z, we have 0 ?A = id2 . 
Secondly, 6 . T(6) . T2(s) = 0 T(s) . T(o) = s o . T(u) = s . CJ . pA = 
0 . T(s) pA = 6 . p6 . T2(s). Since T2(s) E zi and 2 is V-left closed for 2 
we have 0 . T(6) = 6 . pLa . 
So (2, 5) is a n-algebra and s is a n-algebra morphism s : (A, cr) -+ (2, 5). 
But by Lemma 3.6 (2, ci) is V-left closed for XT. Thus the result follows 
from (l.ll)on. 
(ii) The proof proceeds as in (i). By Theorem (1.1 l), since .ZT = ZT*, 
it suffices to show that for every n-algebra (A, u) there exists a n-algebra 
(X, 6) V-right closed for ZT and a morphism s : (d, 17) --j (A, u) with 
SE/V. 
Since #J has a V-left adjoint, by Corollary (1.12) there exists 2 V-right 
closed for c and a map s : A - A, s E 2. Since 2 is V-right closed for 2 we 
have that T(z) is V-right closed for z. Hence 
a?& TA; s) : s(e,( T& 2) --f dO( TA, A) 
is a bijection. Thus there exists a unique 0 : TA -+ 2 with s . 0 .~ c . T(s). 
Consequently if (A, CY) is a n-algebra, s is a r-algebra map. 
To show that (3, 6) is a n-algebra we have, first of all, s . Cr * ?A = 
o . T(s) . 7n = o . Q s = s. Hence, since 2 is V-right closed for 2, we 
get o . y6 = id, . 
Secondly, 
s o . p-A = u . T(s) . p”m = o . pa . T2(s) 
= u T(o) . T2(s) = u . T(s) . T(6) = s . 6 . T(o). 
Since T2(~) is V-right closed for 2 we have ci . ~6 = 0 * T(6). 
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Hence (A, (5) is a m-algebra and s is a n-algebra map s E ZT. But by Lemma 
3.6 (A, 5) is V-right closed for ZT. Thus the result follows from (1 .I 1). 
Proof of Corollary 3.4. By Theorem 3.8 ZT is V-well localizable, V- 
saturated, and # has a V-right adjoint. By Lemma 3.6, UT is cocontinuous 
relative to ZT and z. UT(A) Y-left closed for ,!? implies A is V-left closed 
for ZT. Since GT is continuous we have by Theorem 3.3 that there exists u 
which is V-monadic. 
Now since rr is compatible with Z we have that FT is continuous. So, by 
(I .5) there exists F’ -A, U’ : &[,I-“] z tin[JF1] such that F’ . .dj = z~@ . FT 
and U’ . &J = r@ . UT. To show that F’ --I, U’ generates + we have 
U’F,@ = LT’,@FT = @UTFT = .@T = Tz@. Hence U’F’ = T. Now 
under the correspondence V-nat. [id, p] * Y-nat.[,@, @T], 75 corresponds 
to @v. But by the construction of 7’ : id zF1~ 1’F so does 7’. Hence 7’ = 3. 
Similarly, we show that F’E’U’ = p where E’ : F’U’ + id.ti~~Gr--ll . Thus 
F’ -I, U’ generates fi. 
Since UT is both V-continuous and V-cocontinuous we have that CT’ m i;i 
and since c is V-monadic so is U’. So the result follows. 
Remark. Corollary 3.4 could have been proved using V-distributive laws 
much as we use V-mixed distributive laws in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let Z C cp10 be Y-well localizable. Suppose T is v-right 
cocontinuous relative to Z. If  =dj has a Y-left adjoint, then ZT is -t’-localizable 
and there exists a Y-monad 7j on &[E-l] such that .tin[ZT--l] is Y-equivalent 
to d[Z-I]“. 
Proof. By 3.8 (ii) Z T is -k--well localizable, V-saturated and =r@ has a 
V-left adjoint rr*@. Let (E*, q*) be the V-adjunction morphisms and 
consider the V-comonad 8* = (G*, E*, 6”) generated by .r*@ --I z&. 
It is clear from the construction of 3.8 that we can choose 2T*@ and &J so 
that 8* extends the V-comonad Q generated by &J + #. Hence by 2.2 
there exists a V-mixed distributive law from 7r to 8, and by 2.4 there exists a 
V-monad 7? in &‘@ such that (JZ&)~ is V-isomorphic to (A’“)~, . 
Since &D and ,&D are both V-fully faithful we have that ,02[E1] is 
V-equivalent to AX& and &“[ZT-l] is V-equivalent to (A+)Q* (see [8, Propo- 
sition II, 2.1, p. 771). Thus the result follows. 
We now look at the case where the functor V : 9’” ---f Sets reflects isomor- 
phism. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let V : v  + Sets reflect isomorphisms. Let do have 
limits. Let Z C JX$ be nice and 5’s [see (1.7) and (1.13)]. I f  ET is nice then ZT is 
v-well localizable and zr@ has a Y-left adjoint. 
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Proof. It is well known that UOr creates limits. Hence &” has limits and 
r;h’ commutes with them. We show that ZT is S, . Then the result follows 
from (1.14). 
Let F, G : .%’ =f &or be two functors, where 99 is small. Let 4 : F 4 G be a 
natural transformation such that & E 27 for every B E 9I. Now z@,,D;,T 
commutes with limits since @ does (# has a left adjoint) and U,,= does. 
Thus ,& GOT(h 4s) = l;m Z@,,~~OT(&J. But for each B E 9 UO’(&) E zand 
since the limit of isomorphisms is an isomorphism we get that 
is an isomorphism. Hence la 4s E .ZT and ZT is S, . 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Suppose j2tered colimits commute with equalizers in Y . 
and that r : I. + Sets commutes with jiltered colimits. Let 22 C s9, be nice 
such that for every A, Z/i;a is $ltered and let Z admit a V”-calculus of left 
fractions [see (I.])]. Suppose that ZT also satisJies these conditions. Let .&’ have 
Y^-coequalixers and suppose T commutes with them. If r is compatible with .Z, 
then there exists p +, 0 : .@‘[Pl] z &‘“[A’--l] zchich generates i? and c 
is Y.-monadic. 
Proof. Since n is compatible with 2, by (1 S) there exists 
such that P . =@ = =r@ . FT, and c . Zr@ = @ .PTT. As in the proof of 
3.5 P -i, 0 generates ii. 
Now since &’ has Y-coequalizers and T commutes with them it is easy 
to see that UT creates V-coequalizers. Hence by (1.8)0” JP[Z~-~] has 
P‘-coequalizers and Zr@ commutes with tie-equalizers. So to show that 0 
is Y-monadic we need that CT preserves f“-coequalizers of o-split pairs and 
that 0 reflects isomorphisms. 
To show that 0 preserves -t‘-coequalizers of C-split pairs, it suffices to 
consider V-coequalizers of the form: 
(*I 
where z.,@(f), ‘t? r@(g) are o-split and h is the V-coequalizer of f and g. 
For if A1 3 Bl L Cl is a V-coequalizer diagram in .QP’[Z~~~] we can 
write h = c7@(.s)-1 . &yf), h = &D(s)-1 . =r@(g). Then D(f) and D(g) are 
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o-split since (writing a,+D = (-) we have in &‘[Z-l] the following 
diagram: 
J s-1 
A-./..p----- B&E 
d 
giving the split coequalizer. 
So we have 
and it is easily checked that this is a split coequalizer diagram. 
Now f, g have a V-coequalizer h in .d- and ZG preserves it. Thus we 
have in &‘*[ZIr--l] 
where the top line is a V’“-coequalizer. Then clearly .&j(h) . z~@(s) is a 
V-coequalizer of h and k. So there exists an isomorphism m : &j(D) -+ C 
such that m &h) . ,+D(s) = 1. Thus if 0 preserves the top V’“-coequalizer 
then it preserves the original coequalizer. 
Now if we apply 7?’ to the diagram (*) and use the fact that 0 . zr@ = 
#j . UT we get the following diagram in &[2-l] : 
But both ,&J and UT preserve V-coequalizers. Hence the diagram is a V- 
coequalizer diagram. So the result follows. 
To show that 0 reflects isomorphisms, let 01 E J@[Z~],, such that I is 
an isomorphism. Then OL = sr@(s)-l. &D(g) with s E ZT. Then o(a) = 
oZ~@(~)-l . o#(g). Since u(ol) is an isomorphism we have that OX&D(g) = 
@UT(g) is an isomorphism. Hence UT(g) E 2 and thus g E ZT. So &j(g) is 
an isomorphism. Consequently CK is an isomorphism. 
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4. I+‘“-KLESLI ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION 4. I. Let 2 C dO be ~F-localizable. Define F C KIW [see 
(1.27)] by zZK = {s E KIn( UK(s) E z->. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 2 C s9, be Y .-localizable. Then 
(1) ZK = ,F*. 
(2) FK is Y-right cocontinuous relative to zi and ZK. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is the same as the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
To prove (2) let A be V-right closed for Z and s E ZK. Then 
KIV(FK(A), s) = 8-l&(A, lY(s))O, where8 : Kl”(FK-, -) + &(-, UK-) is 
the Y-adjunction isomorphism. Since A is V-right closed for z, 2J(A, rK(s)) 
is an isomorphism. Hence FK(A) is V ‘-right closed for 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 2 C do be V-well localizable and let v  be compatible 
with 2. If  =@ has a V--left adjoint then ZK is $,.-well localizable, V-saturated, 
and&D has a V-left adjoint. 
Proof. Since .ZK = ZK*, by Theorem (1.11) we need to show that for every 
A E KIT(&) there exists 2. %,--right closed for ZK and s : A + A, s E ZK. 
Since ,# has a V”-left adjoint, there exists A ~- > A in &‘, A -t ‘-right closed for 
2 with s E 2. Now consider 
By Lemma 4.2FK(A) = A is y! ‘-right closed for ZK. Also we have FK(s) E ZK, 
since UKFx(s) = T(s) E 2. So the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let 2 C dO be f-well localizable and let r be compatible 
with Z. If  ZK is V-well localizable then Kl” is V-isomorphic to K1n[ZK-l], where 
+ is the induced V-monad of 3.2. 
Proof, Since UK and FK are both V-continuous, by (1.5) there exists 
pK -I, UK : Kl”[.Z K 1 e &‘[C-I]. But as in 3.5, and using the fact that - ] 
FK --I, UK generates rr, we can show that pK + OK generates 77. 
By the definition of l? on objects we see that OK is the identity on objects. 
Hence the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let V = Sets. Let ,Z C &’ such that T(s) E 2 for all 
s E Z. If  I: satisfies (i) of (1.17), then so does ZK. 
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Proof. (1) Let s : A -+ B E JY,f : C + B E KP(&‘). Then UK(s) : TA + TB 
isinZandW(f): TC+TB.By(l)of(i)of(l.l7),thereexistsg: E+TA 
and t : E + TC where t E 2, such that UK(s) . t = V(f) . g. Consider 
7c . * C + TC. Again by property (1) of (i) of (1.7), there exists t1 : L - C 
and g1 : L + E such that t1 E E and vc . t1 = t . gi. Let cz == g . gi, p = 
Q . tl. Then 01 : L - A E EP(,d) and p : L --f C E Kin(d). Now s v  01= 
/.Q T(s) . g . g1 = UK(s) g . g1 = UK(f) . t . g1 = cK(f) . qc t1 -= 
~~~.T(f).?1~.fl=f*19(*=Kl’l’ eis 1 composition). Also UK(p) = pLc . T,< = 
PC . TQ- . T(tl) = T(t’) E Z. Hence ZK satisfies (I) of(i) of (1.17). 
(2) Suppose A $ B A E in KP(&) with s-f =s*g and SEZ~. 
Thenf,g : A+ TB and s :B+TEarein&‘.Nows*f=pE.T(s).f= 
p6 . T(s) . g and s * g = pE . T(s) . g. But UK(s) = pE . Ts E 2. Hence by 
property (2) of (i) of (1.17) there exists t : C + A in 2 such thatf . t = g . t. 
Then vA . t : C - TA is a morphism C -+ A in El”(&) and r), t is in ZK 
since UK(va . t) = pLa T(T~) t T(t) = T(t) E 2. We also have 
f * ha 4 = PB . T(f).rl,.t=~B.rlm.f.t 
Hence property (2) is satisfied. 
Remark 4.6. If  2 is such that T(s) E Z for all s E ,Z and .Z satisfies (i) 
of (1.17), then if ZK is nice then EK satisfies the equivalent conditions of (1.17). 
5. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS 
First of all we make some general remarks about the case when Y = Sets. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Y’ = Sets and let ~2 be a category and YT a monad 
on d. Then 
(a) If Cd has finite limits and Z is Sp [see (1.13)] then so is ZT. 
(b) If  & has finite colimits, 2 is (S!/‘)Op, and T commutes with jinite 
colimits then 2YT is (Sfn)op. 
Proof. (a) Since JJ~ has finite limits and @UT commutes with finite 
limits, [l, Corollary 1.10, p. 4541 the result follows from Ahnkvist [l]. 
(b) In this case ~2~ has finite colimits and @UT commutes with finite 
colimits, so the result follows from [l]. 
Remark 5.2. If  Z and ZT are nice then 
(a) If  ~2 has finite limits and Z is S in then ZT satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of ( 1.17). 
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(b) If  & has finite colimits, 2 is (S, ) ‘fin On, and 7’ commutes with finite 
colimits then ZT satisfies the equivalent conditions of (l.l)‘Jn. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let Ab be the category of abelian groups. A nonempty 
class of abelian groups S called a Serre class if for every short exact sequence 
0 + A ---f B -+ C --, 0, A, C E S if and only if B E S. A Serre class S is 
called complete if A E S, B E Ab implies A @ B E S. 
Let S be a complete Serre class. Then for any A E S, B E Ab. tor(A, B) E S. 
For if 0 + Pr ‘% P,, % B -+ 0 is a projective resolution of B we have 
that tor(A, B) =- ker(id, @ pr). By completeness A @ PI E S. Hence 
tor(A, B) E S. 
Let S be a complete Serre class. Let 2 = {t 1 ker t, cok t E S}. It is well 
known that 2 forms an Ab-calculus of left and right fractions. (See [14, p. 151.) 
Let R be a ring with unit and let n = (- @ R, 7, p) where va : A -+ A @ R 
is defined by VA(a) = a @ 1 and ~41 : (A @ R) @ R - A @ R is defined 
by pA((a @ Y,) @ ra) = a @ (or . ra). Then n is an Ab-monad. 
CLAIM. T is compatible with 2. 
We show, in fact, that for every A E Ab, (Y E 2 that 01 @ A E 2. Let 
O- ker (r5 B 5 Cl cokoi --f 0 be exact. Then the following two 
sequences are exact: 
0 -+ ker a A B 1 cok i + 0, 
O+kerjLCIcokol+O 
with j . z = 01 and kerj = cok i. So we get the following exact sequences: 
0 ---f tor(ker a, A) + tor(B, A) -+ tor(cok i, A) 
+kerol@A------t ioidA B@AL”%~coki@A-(), 
0 ---f tor(kerj, A) ---f tor(C, A) + tor(cok 01, A) 
i @ id.4 
-+ kerj @ A ------+ 
c o A + cok 01 @ A + 0. 
Now we have that a: @ idA = j @ idA . i @ z’dA and since cok(i 0 idA) = 0 
we have the following exact sequence: 
0 -+ ker(i @ idA) + ker(ol @ idA) -+ ker( j @ idA) + 0. 
Since ker 01 @ A E S, we have ker(z @ idA) E S since it is a quotient of 
ker 01 @ A. Since tor(cok OL, A) E S, we have ker(j @ id) E S, since it is a 
quotient of tor(cok 01, A). Hence ker(a: @ idA) E S. 
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Now since - @ A is right exact, we have cok a: @ A = cok(ol 3 i(z) 
is in S. Thus 01 @ A E Z. 
So 7~ is compatible with Z. 
By Proposition 5.1 Zr satisfies SF and S~noP. Since jZbn is the category 
of right R-modules we have that 22 is nice (see [I]). Then Z and 2’ both 
satisfy the equivalent conditions of (1.17). Since V : Ab ---f Sets creates 
filtered co-limits we have that 2YT admits an Ah-calculus of left and right 
fractions. 
Now i2b-coequalizers in Ab and coequalizers in Ab are the same and since 
- @ R commutes with coequalizers we get by 3.11 that .@‘[Z-‘1” is ,4b- 
equivalent to ,@[Z”]. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let X be a topological space. Let P(X, Sets) be the category 
of presheaves of Sets and 9(X, Sets) the category of sheaves of Sets. Then 
there exists a ---1 I : P(X, Sets) s 9(X, Sets) where I is the inclusion 
functor. Let .Z = {U 1 a(a) is an isomorphism}. Then Z satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of (1.17j”p and (1.17) since a commutes with finite limits and 
colimits. Furthermore P(X, Sets)[E1] w Y(X, Sets). It is well known that 
01 : F --f G E 2 if and only if 01~ : F, - G, is an isomorphism for each x E X, 
where F, = lim,,, F(u) is the stalk at x (see [15]). 
A monad r = (T, 7, p) is said to be ~finitary if T commutes with filtered 
colimits. Let n = (T, 7, p) be finitary monad in Sets. Then there is a monad 
Z-* = (T*, q*, CL*) which is also finitary in P(X, Sets) defined by T*F(u) = 
TF(u), Tag = T(aJ, (~~*j~ = qrcu), and (I*~*)~ = ~~(~1. That V* is finitary 
follows from the fact that colimits are computed pointwise in P(X, Sets). 
We want to show that r* is compatible with Z. Let 01 : F -+ G be in Z. 
It suffices to show that for every x E X, T*(a), is an isomorphism. Now 
T*(ajz = l&~,,, T*(a)(u) = hDEu T(a,) m T(l&,,, a,) =: T(a,) since 
lim,,, is a filtered colimit. Since 01~ is an isomorphism so is T&j. 
We have shown that ZT is compatible with Z. Also @ has a right adjoint. 
Since 2 is well localizable we conclude from Theorem 3.8 (i) that ZT is well 
localizable, saturated and & has a right adjoint. 
We want to show that the left closed objects for ZT are precisely the sheaves 
with values in Sets”. By Lemma 3.6, F is left closed for ZT if and only if UT*(F) 
is left closed for Z. But the left closed objects for 2 are the sheaves. Hence F 
is left closed for ET if and only if UT*(F) is a sheaf of Sets. 
Now F is a sheaf with values in Sets” if and only if for every open set Ty 
and every open covering {V,} of V the following is an equalizer diagram in 
Set@. 
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Since UT creates limits, (*) is an equalizer diagram if and only if 
UTF( V) - n C’TF( VJ =f n VF( v, n V,) = 
# (u-%)(V) + ;I (UT%)( VJ :“‘I (tF”F)( v, n V,) 
is an equalizer diagram in Sets. But # is an equalizer diagram for every open 
V and every open covering {V,} of V if and only if UT% is a sheaf. So F is left 
closed for ZT if and only if F is a sheaf with values in Sets*. 
So by 3.5 we get that 9(X, Sets)“* m Y(X, Setsn)(ZT-l). The original 
proof of this result is due to Van Osdol [28]. 
-kpPLICATION 5.5. We Want t0 germdke 5.4. 
Let 7r = (T, 7, CL) be a finitary monad in the category of Sets (see Example 
5.4). Then Sets” is a “good” category for Grothendieck sheaf theory. That is, 
given a small category ?F? with a Grothendieck topology (a site), the inclusion 
functor from the full subcategory of sheaves Y(Sets”) 2 SetsWQoP has a left 
adjoint (see [29]). (Note: F : WP --) Sets is a sheaf if for every covering 
cribble R -+ U, F(U) w lhU,Ev/R F( U,).) 
PROPOSITION. Let r = (T, 7, p) be a$nitary monad in Sets. Let V be a site. 
Then Y(Sets”) is monadic over Y(Sets). 
Proof. We have PT -+ oT : SetsWoP it SetsW’oP with pT(G) = FTG and 
UT(H) = UTH. Then oT is monadic as is well known. 
Let Z C SetsWoP be the subcategory {a / a(a) is an isomorphism} where 
a i I : SetsQoP 2 S(Sets). Then Z is well localizable, saturated and satisfies 
condition (a) of 3.3. 
Let S C SetsroP be the subcategory = {p / a(a) is an isomorphism} where 
a + I: Sets”‘@P e Y(Setsv). Then S is well localizable, saturated and 
satisfies condition (b) of 3.3. 
Now the left closed objects for 2 are precisely the sheaves of Sets and the 
left closed objects for S are precisely the sheaves of Sets”. So to show that 
the hypothesis (c) of 3.3 is satisfied, we need to show that if G is a sheaf of 
Sets* then UT(G) is a sheaf of Sets. To show that the hypothesis of 3.3 (iv) is 
satisfied we need to show that if o=(G) IS a sheaf of Sets, then G is a sheaf of 
Sets”. 
Now since UT creates limits and reflects isomorphisms we get that for every 
covering cribble R + U, F(U) m byevIa F( U,) if and only if 
( UTF)( U) m lim 
l&Z/R 
( UTF)( U,). 
Hence F is a sheaf of Sets* if and only if l?F is a sheaf of Sets. Thus the 
result follows. 
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APPLICATION 5.6. We assume that P’ has equalizers. 
PROPOSITION A. Let &’ be a Y-category and r = (T, 7, II) a Y-monad 
on d. Let Z C dO be ~-localizable and let rr be compatible with Z. Then ZT 
consists of the isomoyphism of J@ if and only if T(s) is an isomoyphism for every 
s E 2. 
Proof. Suppose ZT consists of the isomorphism of zzZn. Let s : A + B E zi. 
Then T(s) E 2. N ow FT(s) E 2ZT since UTFT(s) = T(s) E 2. Hence FT(s) is an 
isomorphism. Thus T(s) is an isomorphism. 
Let Y : (A, U) + (B, T) be in ZT. Then TUT(r) is an isomorphism. Let 
y  = TUT(r)-l. Since r is a r-algebra map we have that 7 . TUT(r) = UT(r) . u. 
Let # : B --f A be defined by # = a . y  Q, . Then 
UT(r) . z/S = UT(r) . (T . y  . qe = 7 . TUT(y) . Y . 7s = i- . qB = ids 
and 
1c, . UT(r) = 0 . y  . QUA = u . y  . TUT(r) . Q, = o Q = idA . 
Consequently UT(r) is an isomorphism and since UT reflects isomorphisms 
we have that Y is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA B. Let .JX$ have colimits. Let .Z = {s 1 T(s) is an isomoyphism}. Then 
2Y satisjies Szp. 
Proof. Since UT reflects isomorphisms we have 2 = (s 1 FT(s) is an 
isomorphism}. But since FT has a right adjoint, FT commutes with colimits. 
Thus .Z is Sin. 
DEFINITION C. Let ~3? be a V-category. Then (Cat, &) is the (meta)- 
category of V-categories over &. The objects are V-functors F : 93 + ~4 and 
the morphisms from 29r 2 z!Y to .9?a 2 &’ are V”-functors G : 211 + 39s such 
thatF,.G=F,. 
The category of algebraic P”-categories over &, denoted Y-AZ(d), is the 
full subcategory of (Cat, JZZ) with objects of the form J@ 3 & for some 
V-monad rr on ~2. 
The category of idempotent algebraic Y-categories over -cr*, denoted by 
Y-Id(&), is the full subcategory of V-AZ(d) with objects of the form 
UT : cQln -+ JZZ where UT is V-fully faithful. That UT is V-fully faithful 
implies that UT is a V-embedding (see Dubuc [8, pp. 76-771. Note that UT 
being V-fully faithful is equivalent to p : T2 -+ T being a V-equivalence. 
THEOREM E. Let V : Y -+ Sets reflect isomorphisms. Let ~2 be a Y- 
category such that A$ has colimits andfor every Y-monad r on SX? the subcategory 
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Z;. = (s 1 T(s) is an isomorphism} is conice. Then Y“-Id(&) is a right reflective 
subcategory of Y-AZ(&). 
Proof. Let 7~ = (T, 7, p) be a -Y--monad on JJ. Then 2 = A?$ = {s / T(s) 
is an isomorphism} is *‘-well localizable and @ has a -t --right adjoint Y by 
Proposition (1.14). Let (c, q) give the adjunction. We choose the adjoint such 
that $, = z’dA if A is $--left closed for 2. Now let 7i be the Y‘-monad gener- 
ated by this adjunction. Then ?T is idempotent since ,? == Y<=@ is a Y ‘- 
equivalence. So cdn-c!z .d E Y ‘-Id(&). 
Since Y is % ‘-fully faithful it is V-monadic [8, 11.2.1, p. 771. &[,Z-l] is 
Y ‘-equivalent to .d”. Clearly 7~ is compatible with Z and by Proposition A 
ZTTT consists of the isomorphisms of .#. Hence -&‘“[Z~~‘-‘] = ~2~. Since FT 
and U“ are continuous, by (I .5) there exists fl A,. l? : <(s[Zpi] e .dn such 
that flz@ = FT and c = @UT. If L : &‘[Z-r] + &’ is the comparison 
functor we have Ui;Lc = ‘PO = Y,@GT. To show ul,@lY = cJT let 
(A, g) E dd-. Since Zr’ is the isomorphism every n-algebra is Y ‘-left closed 
for ZT. Hence by Lemma 3.6 UT(A, u) is 9 ‘-left closed for 2. But by the 
choice of 71 we have Y,@U’(d, u) mm< liT(A, u). Clearly, using the choice of 
r/, we have Yz@U&a = c’& for n-algebras o, , oz. So Yz@~TT =: c’r. 
Consequently, L 0 is a morphism of Y ‘-AZ(.oi’). 
Suppose that EI : .r/‘- ---f .J n c is a morphisms on % ‘-AZ(&) where 2 =L 
(Q, TQ, ~0) is -t’-idempotent. First we show that if Q(s) is an isomorphism 
then T(s) is an isomorphism. YOM 
&‘“(FT(s), B) a ~~(s, C7’B) Q &‘(s, UQHB) e -z@(FQ(s), HB). 
But FQ(s) is an isomorphism since Q(s) is an isomorphism. Since this is true 
for any B E .rJn, FT(s) is an isomorphism and thus T(s) is an isomorphism. 
In particular, since !zX is idempotent (and thus PQ is an isomorphism) we have 
that rlaQ E Z; for every .4 E .c/. 
Now since vAQ E Z; and since Yz@(A) is V-left closed for ZT , there exist 
a unique Aa : Q(A) --f T(A) such that A,., . yaQ = Ij,d for every A. We also 
get that Q(fA) = ?I& A, , since zZ(~~Q, $jTA) w J@(FQ(~,Q), FQ7’A) and 
FQ(yAQ) is an isomorphism and thus &(qaQ, PTA) is an isomorphism. But 
QK4) . 7aQ x ?$‘$ . VA = 7% . AA . rlaQ. Hence Q(+jA) = ~8~ A, . 
That h is a Y-natural transformation X : Q + T is shown as follows. 
Let A, B E Ob .E@‘, 
s+/,Q, TB) &(h, , TB) T,,7AR = zJ(/\, 7aQ, TB) TAB 
= 4fj,4 , TB) . TAB =m= &‘(A, +&) = .@‘(A, X, . ~~0) 
= -44 A,) &‘(A, ~9 = .d(A, 44 . .=f(rlaQ, QB) QM 
= 2z(7)aQ, FB) .d(@4, AB) . QAB . 
So X is V-natural since .G’(~,~Q, ?%) is an isomorphism. 
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We want to show that X is a V-monad map. We have by construction that 
X . 7Q = ij. So to show that h is a Y-monad map we must show that 
p’ - AT. @l = A . pQ. Now 
tC’.XT.Q/\.Qr1Q=~~./\T.Q(X.11Q)=tLT./\T.Q(??)=CLT.X~.~QT.h 
z pT(/\ . 71Q) T X = pr. jjT. X = h = h . tLQ . QvQ. 
Since QTQ is an isomorphism the result follows. 
Thus by [8, pp. 666671, there exists a V-functor .&A : &” + dn such that 
UQ . JJ~ = UT. We want &A . 0 :- f f .  Now UQ . ,&’ . 0 z UT0 = 
UT = UQH. Since UQ is a V-embedding we have that &‘a * 0 = H. Also 
since UQ is an V-embedding ~2~ is unique. So V-Id(&) is a right reflective 
subcategory of W‘-AI(&). 
Remark. For the case 9” = Sets a result similar to Theorem E has been 
proven by Fakir [l I]. He has shown that Id(d) is a right reflective subcategory 
of Al(&) if ~2 is complete and well powered. 
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